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. First, let's have a look at two example sentences - a simple example of alliteration and an example of consonance that is also alliteration:Alliteration: Ron runs in the rain.Consonance that is also alliteration: Barbara realized she was wrong to rummage through Ron's papers.Notice how in the case of alliteration the "r" sound only occurs at the
beginning of the words, whereas in the case of consonance that is also alliteration it appears in the beginning, the middle and even at the end of the words.Now let's have a look at an example of consonance that is NOT also alliteration:All's well that ends well.As you can see, the repetition of the "l" sound is only in the middle and the end of the words.
Think about famous people:Film director Steven Spielberg Actress Brigitte BardotSome famous figures had alliterative names such as 'Charlie Chaplin' which will have no doubt led to them being more memorable. Thus, “kind cat” is an alliteration, but “kind knight” is not. Alliteration Examples Alliteration Examples #1) Bed, Bath & Beyond
Alliteration Examples #2) “A Slumber Did My Spirit Seal” is the title from a poem by William Butler Yeats. You can ma Alliteration normally means the repetition of the same sound at the beginning of closely connected words in sentences or phrases. Alliteration Examples #8)”Sylvia could see the white sails of ships out at sea” comes from Sarah Orne
Jewett’s short story, “A White Heron.” Other Resources: Take advantage of this alliteration worksheet provided by K12Reader to help you hone your skills using this literary tool! Alliteration Worksheets (Definition of assonance from the Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary & Thesaurus © Cambridge University Press) This is a sample of my
month-long booklet containing Figures of Speech/ Figures of Speech & Literary Devices. Exercise: Read the following poem. “We send well wishes to the Winchester crew.” In poetry, the repeated consonant sound of the alliteration tends to come on stressed beats. So my advice? In fact, many professional actors use tongue twisters as part of their
voice training!Alliteration in songsAlliteration is not uncommon in rap songs. Alliteration and assonance do not have to have the same letters; just the same sounds. For example, in “My puppy punched me in the eye,” the words “puppy punched” are alliterative because they both begin with “p.” Assonance is when a writer repeats the vowel sounds in
the stressed syllables of words. So for example, “falling phone” is alliterative and “flying high” is assonant, because they repeat the same sounds even though they don’t repeat the same letters. Alliteration is used as a literary device in writing, poetry, songwriting, and other types of writing for literary effect. Like Shakespeare, Poe uses alliteration to
establish a specific atmosphere:"Once upon a midnight dreary, while I pondered, weak and weary,Over many a quaint and curious volume of forgotten lore—While I nodded, nearly napping, suddenly there came a tapping" By repeating the "w", "q" and "n" sounds in this excerpt from the first stanza of his poem, Poe strengthens the poetic effect, in this
way emphasizing the state of sleepwalking that the poet is in. First mentioned in the early seventeenth century, alliteration was commonly used in early English, Norse, and Sanskrit. The lines belong to the three witches in the play, and Shakespeare uses this kind of language, and has them speak in riddles, to make them seem authentic.Another very
well-known example of alliteration in poetry is "The Raven" (1845 )² by American writer and poet Edgar Allan Poe. Here, she uses alliteration (with the letter “t’) and consonance (with the letter “l”). For example, in the line ”My rabbit whacked my ear,” the words “rabbit whacked” are an example of assonance because they both contain a “short a”
sound on the stressed syllable. Click here for a printable copy of this lesson plan for use in the classroom. . “ Consonance alliteration occurs in the repeated “w” sounds. Take a look at this example from the Beatles - the alliteration in their famous song "Let it Be":"Whisper words of wisdom"Alliteration in namesYes, alliteration really is hiding behind
every corner! It is present in the names of brands and bands as well!Some examples of alliterative brand names that you may have come across are:"Coca-Cola""Dunkin' Donuts" "Pay Pal"Some famous bands have cleverly decided to use alliterative stage names!Backstreet BoysCounting CrowsFoo Fighters There are even examples of alliteration in the
names of individuals. There is no repetition of sounds at the beginning of the words, therefore this is not alliteration.Assonance is when similar or identical vowel sounds are repeated in closely connected words in a sentence or a phrase. Each page defines the figure of speech/literPage 2FREE Figurative Language in Poetry with Easel Activity. By
using alliteration, Joyce evokes the sense of being between life and death.Alliteration in common phrases or wordsYou might be surprised to discover how often we use alliteration in everyday speech. When looking for alliteration examples in writing, you need to make sure you are distinguishing it from two similar devices: consonance
alliteration and assonance alliteration. Tip: The spoken sound is what’s important, not the written letters. Students can work individually or in groups. My kitten kicked my head. Consonance is the repetition of consonant sounds in closely connected words. Alliteration Examples #3)The New York Times uses assonance to make its slogan memorable:
“All the news that’s fit to print.“ Alliteration Examples #4) Betty Botter bought some butter,/but, she said, the butter’s bitter” is a children’s tongue twister with lots of “b” alliteration. Consequently, the "tapping" that follows is sudden, not only for the poet but for us as readers as well.Alliteration in proseAlthough not as common in prose as it is in
poetry, alliteration works just as well for writers of prose as it does for poets. These sounds may occur anywhere in the words, not only at the beginning.Let's look at some examples of alliteration and consonance that illustrate the differences between them.In some cases, consonance can contain alliteration. Alliteration, consonance and assonance are
similar to each other, which can be confusing. Take a look at the bolded letters in the alliteration examples sample below. In most cases, the repeated sound is a consonant but is sometimes a vowel sound. Here are some of the effects of adding alliteration to writing:It can help to focus the reader's attention on a particular section or phrase.
Alliteration Examples #5) Dunkin’ Donuts Alliteration Examples #6)”With Blue — uncertain — stumbling Buzz –” Emily Dickinson’s capitalization emphasizes the alliteration. At the same time, Whitman uses assonance alliteration in the form of repeating “o” sounds. Circle the assonant words in each line. It can create a rhythm when reading
something aloud.It can make particular words or phrases memorable and catchy (this is why alliteration is often used in brand names like Coca-Cola or Fish Fingers).Alliteration can create certain connotative meanings (such as the use of 's' in alliteration giving the connotations of snakes or smooth movements).The common alliterative phrase 'Peter
piper' has been combined with 'pizza' to create a memorable alliterative brand name. Alliteration is when a writer repeats the consonant sounds at the beginnings of words. The repetition of the "s" and "f" reinforces the ideas described in the passage. Use this Scavenger Hunt to find figurative language while reading poetry! This is a simple hands-on
activity to use with students to get them to recognize figurative and sensory language in poems. But fear not - there are distinctive differences that can help you tell them apart!Alliteration is actually a type of consonance which, as we've discussed, appears most often at the beginning of words. Maybe you can see how the repetition of sounds at the
beginning of the words makes them more noticeable. Alliteration continues to play an important role in both creative writing and advertising. Like consonance, the repeated sounds in assonance can be found anywhere in the words.As we've mentioned, alliteration is a form of consonance and it usually involves the repetition of consonant sounds. The
full booklet includes analogy, simile, metaphor, hyperbole, understatement, personification, pun, idiom, oxymoron, irony, onomatopoeia, euphemism, allusion, allegory, cliche, generalization, synedoche, metonymy, alliteration, assonance, consonance, positive/negative connotation... My lizard flipped me upside down. Avoid regrets; no matter what you
do, don’t ever let your family pets take lessons in kung fu. –Kenn Nesbitt Alliteration is when the same sound occurs at the beginning of more than one words that are close together. How Do You Identify Alliteration in Writing? Assonance - what is the difference?Consonance and assonance are other literary devices that use the repetition of sounds.
The appearance of repeated letters and sounds shows that this section conveys an important message, putting a stronger emphasis on the meaning of the words. Similarly, if two consecutive words start with the same consonant letter but that letter doesn't produce the same sound in each case, this is not an example of alliteration. " Pay attention to
the poetic quality of the prose. - Wikimedia CommonsAnd what about fictional characters?These are only scratching the surface!Alliteration vs. Hint: Sometimes words can be both alliterative and assonant. Alliteration Examples #7)”Tell all the truth but tell it a slant” is the title from another Dickinson poem. This means that even if two consecutive
words don't start with the same letter, as long as they start with the same sound, you are looking at alliteration. Alliteration allows authors to add a poetic quality to their work.Let's look at this example of the repetition of "b" in The Great Gatsby (1925)³ by American author F. Students have to find examples of sensory and figurative language such as
idioms, personification, hyperbole, metaphors, similes, onomatopoeia, alliteration, consonance, assonance, and rhyme. Scott Fitzgerald:"So we beat on, boats against the current, borne back ceaselessly into the past."When reading this, does anything stand out to you? Scott Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby, 19254James Joyce, Dubliners, 1914 My ferret
gave a frightful cry and roundhouse kicked my rear. Let's take a look at two examples of alliteration from Shakespeare's tragedy Macbeth (1606)¹, which aim to build a mysterious and ominous mood: "Fair is foul, and foul is fair.""Double, double, toil and trouble."See how these phrases sound like incantations because of the repeated sounds. This
lesson plan uses the poem “My Puppy Punched Me in the Eye” by Kenn Nesbitt, from the book My Hippo Has the Hiccups to demonstrate alliteration and assonance, two common poetic devices that involve repetition of sounds. In the case of assonance the vowel sound "o" is repeated in the middle of the words and there is no repetition of either vowel
or consonant sounds at the beginning of the words, which means that 'DropBox' is not an example of alliteration.Alliteration - The most important things at a glanceAlliteration is a literary device that normally occurs when the same (usually consonant sound) is repeated at the beginning of closely connected words in sentences or phrases.Examples of
alliteration can be found in poetry, prose, songs, common phrases and names.You can spot alliteration by identifying the repetition of the same sound (that may not necessarily be the same letter).Alliteration is a form of consonance that usually only appears at the beginning of words.What makes alliteration different from consonance and assonance is
that in alliteration the sounds are usually only repeated at the beginning of the words, whereas in consonance and assonance the same sound can occur anywhere in the words.SOURCE:¹William Shakespeare, Macbeth, 1606²Edgar Allan Poe, The Raven, 1845³F. My hamster slammed me to the ground and left me nearly dead. Let's take a look at this
example of the repetitive use of "m" in "Alphabetical Slaughter" by Papoose - a rap song that uses alliteration and other similar literary devices: "Music messiah mastered money makin' mathematically"Since alliteration is a poetic technique, some songs that are not in the rap genre also make good use of it in their lyrics. This is especially desirable
when the poem has been written to be read aloud.Perhaps that is why William Shakespeare was very fond of using alliteration in his sonnets and plays. The repeated sounds of the alliteration make slogans and names easier to remember and help to unify or emphasize key phrases. This set in the alliteration examples contains both consonance
alliteration and assonance alliteration: “Looked toward the lower bay to notice. My Puppy Punched Me In the Eye My puppy punched me in the eye. Consonance alliteration is a repeated consonant sound inside words, while assonance alliteration is a repeated vowel sound. - Wikimedia CommonsTypes of alliterationLet's look at some examples of the
places where alliteration appears and the variety of ways in which this literary device can be used.Alliteration in poetryThe use of alliteration in poetry is almost always done purposefully in order to create specific rhythms and musical qualities that add to the overall flow of a poem. Alliteration in tongue twisters and common phrases is a helpful tool
for learning to speak at a young age. Consonance vs. What is Alliteration?Alliteration is when a series of words start with the same sound. Through the use of alliteration, the repeated "b" sound makes the words sound like the beating of oars on the water, which increases the feeling and the rhythm of what is described in the sentence - boats beating
against the current.Let's also have a look at his example sentence from Irish writer James Joyce's short story The Dead (1914)4:"His soul swooned slowly as he heard the snow falling faintly through the universe and faintly falling, like the descent of Their load end, upon all the living and the dead. Think of phrases such as:"Picture perfect" "money
matters" "quick question"What is more, the use of alliteration is common in tongue twisters:A good cook could cook as many cookies as a good cook who could cook cookies.If coloured caterpillars could change their colours constantly could they keep their coloured coat coloured properly?Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers.These examples
are called alliterative tongue twisters and you are probably already familiar with them. Below is a sample of one of these alliteration examples: “While I nodded, nearly napping, suddenly there came a tapping,” In this case among the alliteration examples, the repeat “n” sounds on every other iambic syllable mimics the experience of nodding off,
which strengthens the meaning of the line and creates the alliteration. It works as an introduction, reinforcement, and review. It is most commonly found in poetry but you can also find examples in prose, songs, rap, and even in people's names!Examples of alliterationAlliteration is the repetition of the first sound of words which are in close proximity
to each other. However, there are occasions when alliteration can be the repetition of vowel sounds, thus making it similar to assonance.Let's look at some examples of brand names to illustrate the difference between alliteration and assonance:Alliteration: American AirlinesAssonance: Drop BoxIn the case of the alliteration, the vowel sound "a" is
repeated at the beginning of the words. My rabbit whacked my ear. Students will analyze the poem to find as many examples of alliteration and assonance as they can. Underline the alliterative words in each line.
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